ABSTRACT With the rapid development of the Internet and the continuous progress of computer science and technology, Internet-based online trading has developed rapidly and improved the convenience of everyday life. Increasingly, people conduct business activities through online transactions and payment methods, and the development prospects for online transactions are quite broad. In addition, e-commerce trading systems have attracted considerable attention. Many studies have been conducted to analyze the behaviors of these systems. This paper focuses on analyzing both system behavior and user behavior in e-commerce trading systems. To reflect the characteristics of online trading systems, system behavior reflects the strength of the system, while user behavior reflects various user actions. Consistency, which is a basis for determining whether two objects are similar, provides a reference for designers and modelers. This paper also focuses on analyzing the consistency of system behavior, especially regarding the measurement and diagnosis of e-commerce trading systems. Then, we study the existing user behavior analysis methods for e-commerce trading systems. We divide user behaviors into four groups: web browsing behavior, keystroke behavior, network transaction behavior, and mobile terminal behavior. The performance and correlation analysis techniques of these methods are discussed and compared in detail. Finally, we provide ideas for future research involving behavior analysis for online trading systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of electronic transactions, online transactions have become increasingly common. Consumers conduct transactions through the network and use the network to make payments: this aspect has become the most relevant network application for most people. The existing research shows that the security of network transaction behavior is mainly divided along two aspects: system behavior and user behavior. System behavior is the basis of transaction security, which mainly includes trust in the transaction log and transaction model, the behavioral consistency of the transaction process, and user trust. Research on the security of transaction behavior is an important part of ensuring transaction security.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bing Li. Generally, descriptions of system behavior are based on formal methods such as Petri nets, automata theory and process algebra. A Petri net is suitable for modeling a loosely coupled distributed component system and can support the description and analysis of system asynchronous and concurrent behavior from a dynamic operation perspective. In particular, Petri net behavior theory facilitates analyses of component interaction behavior and comparative analysis of model behavior. System behavior mainly reflects that the computing behavior and results of the system during construction and operation match people's expectations. The system should be able to survive external interference while continuing to provide functions and guarantee service quality. System behavior consistency analysis is the basis for determining whether two systems are similar and can provide a reference for designers and modelers; thus, it is of concern VOLUME 7, 2019 This to the academic world. In fact, so far there has not been a systematic review of the research on e-commerce behavior. However, there is a summary of some proprietary aspects of the system or user behavior. It is carried out from two aspects roughly: system behavior and user behavior. System behavior focuses on the study of the behavioral consistency of the system. We start with a list of studies on the consistency of system behavior from 1966 to June 2018, as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows an overview of consistency analysis from 1989 to June 2018. The Semantic Scholar identifies seven types, termed consistency model, requirements, ontology (information science), distributed shared memory, software development, software engineering, and software system [2] . Fig. 3 shows the proportion of each type. In Fig. 3 , we can see that the consistency model holds the largest ratio. We also list the Ph.D. and master's theses on related topics in Table 1 . In 1990, van Glabbeek [3] was the first to provide an overview of semantic consistency. In 1995, and 1996, Messmer [4] and Do [5] provided an overview of matching consistency and consistency management, respectively. Then, in 2000, Reichert [6] proposed an overview of workflow consistency. In 2001, Steinke [7] proposed an overview of the consistency model. In 2003, Doan [8] introduced some research on data consistency. Then, in 2004, and 2006, Gao [9] and Do [10] introduced consistency checking and data matching consistency, respectively. In 2007, Susarla's Ph.D. thesis [11] summarized the consistency computation for configurable consistency. Then, Lu [12] and Mendling [13] introduced a consistency analysis for data management and the Business Process Model (BPM). In 2008, Sabetzadeh [14] provided an overview of consistency checking. Pesic [15] compiled an overview of workflow systems consistency management approaches. In 2009, Rosa [16] introduced the consistency analysis methods for information systems. Günther [17] provided an overview of process mining consistency. Tran [18] proposed an overview of process consistency. In 2010, model consistency and mining consistency surveys were proposed in the Ph.D. thesis of Lee [19] and Li [20] . In 2011, Weidlich [21] proposed behavioral profiles and provided an overview of BPM consistency. In 2012, Polyvyanyy [22] , Gambini [23] and Smirnov [24] provided an overview of process model consistency, process modeling language consistency, and BPM abstraction, respectively. In 2013, Islam [25] proposed a database consistency method, and Wei gave an overview of security consistency. In 2014, Broucke [27] compared different process mining methods using different consistency analyses. In 2015, Cervantes [28] provided a survey on behavioral consistency. Michelberger [29] published a survey of business process consistency. aus Kirchheim [30] listed the different consistency methods for evaluating process models. In 2016, Smedt [31] compared different consistency standards for process mining. However, the aforementioned studies do not provide a comprehensive overview of consistency analysis. Therefore, in this study, we want to provide comprehensive overview. We analyze most of the publications related to consistency analysis that have been published since the 1960s: this includes 393 papers published between 1966 and June 2018. We provide an overview of consistency analysis from two aspects: consistency methods and criteria. Some reviews on user behavior mainly from Biometric characteristics, such as [32] gave a review on auricle features. [33] gave a review on detecting users' suspicious behaviors. [34] used physiological features for user identity authentication, and gave a review recognition of palmprints. Records of users' historical behavior during Internet operation also provide basic data from which service providers can mine users' behavior preferences. Product recommendations, advertising and trend predictions based on individual/group user behavior data have been extensively studied. To effectively protect the security of users' online transactions, it is necessary to accurately identify account thefts and conduct fund transfers. To do this, it is necessary to model the historical behavior of individual network users and determine whether a current account is stolen by analyzing the matching degree between the behavior patterns of the current account user and the historical behavior model of the user of that account. In other words, it is necessary to analyze whether the current account user is the owner of the account. By applying user behavior modeling and trusted VOLUME 7, 2019 behavior authentication methods, the existing network user identity authentication mechanism can improve network user transaction security and better protect users' information. As noted in [35] , any identity authentication system has limitations and is intended to function in specific application scenarios. That is, the research on network user behavior analysis is not conducted to replace existing system behavior identification mechanisms. Compared with the one-time identity authentication method of account name/password matching, user behavior authentication is mainly applied to the continuous analysis of the credibility of a user's identity in subsequent behaviors that occur after the user has successfully authenticated via account name/password matching to assess whether the current account user is the legitimate user. The trusted authentication of network behavior can be used as a secondary authentication in addition to any existing system behavior analysis. Table 2 details common symbols used in this paper.
In previous years, behavior analysis of online e-commerce system, particularly system behavior and user behavior, have been introduced by researchers; they remain reasonable and have satisfactory reference values. Thus, a review of these classic methods, which can be a reference for the study of analysis of online e-commerce system is needed. At the same time, our work differs from the existing overview of e-commerce behavior is that: (i) We provide an overview of consistency analysis from two aspects: consistency methods and criteria. Which gives a comprehensive and systematic summary of the system behavior analysis methods and evaluation criteria (e.g., Section IV. A). (ii) We provide an overview of user behavior analysis of online e-commerce system from two aspects: the user behavior analysis evaluation criterion and four user behavior analysis (e.g., Section IV. B). This paper focuses on the existing classic behavior analysis methods of online trading systems. The work of this paper has a certain reference and guiding value for the process of e-commerce transactions. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
(1) First, we introduce the behavior pattern mining methods and discuss and compare different behavior analysis criteria. (2) Second, we consider many previous studies on existing system behavior and user behavior analysis methods for online trading systems. We compare the different consistency analysis methods for system behaviors. We introduce the user behavior analysis criteria and methods and divide user behavior analysis methods into four aspects: web browsing behavior, keystroke behavior, network transaction behavior, and mobile terminal behavior. We also compare and analyze these methods. (3) Finally, we present a detailed discussion, compare the methods according to their advantages and disadvantages, and provide some suggestions for future modeling and behavior analysis directions for online trading systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III provide an overview of system behavior pattern mining and behavior analysis methods for online trading systems. Section IV introduces the user behavior analysis methods for online trading systems. Section V discusses and compares all the reviewed methods and presents our ideas concerning future research directions. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM BEHAVIOR PATTERN MINING
In this section, we divide the system behavior pattern mining into three categories for analysis and illustration.
A. METHODS BASED ON LOG AND LOG
Goedertier et al. [36] included negative events into event log analysis, and used added artificial negative examples to discover a BPM. Augusto et al. [37] provided a systematic review and a comparative evaluation of automated process discovery methods. They used an open-source benchmark that included twelve real-world event logs and eight quality metrics and evaluated the mining methods based on consistency metrics. Gaaloul and Godart [38] proposed a mining method to discover a workflow model and improved the transactional behavior from an event. Pika et al. [39] presented a method and a supporting tool to evaluate process risk based on a consistency analysis of event logs. van der Aalst and van Dongen [40] introduced several methods for discovering Petri nets from event data (e.g., the α-algorithm, state-based regions, and language-based regions) and discussed the requirements for process discovery. Pika et al. [41] proposed a framework for analyzing and evaluating resource behavior through event log discovery. Schönig [42] proposed a mining method for relational event data by querying a conventional SQL log. Goedertier et al. [43] identified three main difficulties in process mining: lack of negative information, presence of history-dependent behavior and the presence of noise. van der Aalst et al. [44] proposed a workflow process mining method based on consistency. The consistency evaluation criteria for process mining are shown in Table 3 . The evaluation criteria based on log-to-log are shown as follows:
• Set-based Log-to-Log Precision (L2L Pr SB ) [45] - [48] : In Table 3 , l 1 and l 2 are two logs.
• Set-based Log-to-Log recall (L2L rec SB ) [49] - [52] : In Table 3 , l 1 and l 2 are two logs, and L2L rec SB is the set-based Log-to-Log recall.
• Multiset-based Log-to-Log Precision (L2L Pr MSB ) [53] - [56] : L2L Pr MSB takes trace frequencies into account. In L2L Pr MSB , how many times the same trace appears in the log is not relevant.
• Multiset-based Log-to-Log recall (L2L rec MSB ) [57] - [60] : L2L rec MSB also considers trace frequencies. In L2L rec MSB , how many times the same trace appears in the log is not relevant. In fact, both L2L Pr MSB and L2L rec MSB make sense only when both logs are of comparable size or measurements are normalized.
B. METHODS BASED ON LOG AND MODEL
García-Ba nuelos et al. [61] proposed a method for checking the consistency between an event log and a model to improve process mining methods. Kalenkova et al. [62] proposed a process mining method for BPM based on the consistency between logs and business processes. Rozinat and van der Aalst [63] proposed a method for checking the conformance between a process model and an event log. Ciccio et al. [64] presented a method for automatically generating event logs based on declarative process models. Maruster et al. [65] proposed a learning method that used workflow logs and applied a logistic regression model to discover the direct connections between workflow logs with noise. Lekic and Milicev [66] proposed the notions of causally and weakly complete logs and a discovery method based on incomplete event logs. Martin et al. [67] proposed a procedure to retrieve availability records from an event log. Folino et al. [68] proposed a method to address duplicate tasks, hidden tasks, and noise process activities. Greco et al. [69] proposed a process mining framework using traces that share consistency patterns. Buijs and Reijers [70] proposed an analytical method to compare different organizations with the same process. This comparison method is based on aligning process models based on behavior consistency. Song et al. [71] showed the advantages of using structural and behavioral features for process models and proposed a method that leverages heuristics and traces to seek the optimal alignment and used a consistency measure to evaluate the method. The evaluation criteria based on log-to-model are shown as follows:
• Fitness [72] - [75] : In Table 3 , |l| is the sum of logs, |σ | is the sequence length, and L(σ ) denotes logs frequency.
In fact, fitness can be expressed simply: c is the number of correct operation sequences, p is the number of all possible operation sequences, and l is the number of all Table 3 , l is a log, m is a model. Since τ (m) is unbounded, L2M Pr TB is undefined when it occurs in a loop.
• Trace-Based Log to Model recall (L2M rec TB ) [84] - [87] : Because |τ (l)| is bounded, L2M Pr TB is well-defined. L2M Pr TB and L2M rec TB ignore the frequencies and likelihoods of traces [88] .
• Estimation-Based Log to Model Precision (L2M Pr EB ) [89] - [92] : In Table 3 , l is an event log, m is a process model, and m l is a model created based on l. Then τ (m l ) = τ (l) and π (m l )(t) = l(t)/|l|.
• Estimation-Based Log to Model recall (L2M rec EB ) [93] - [96] : L2M Pr EB and L2M rec EB do not consider generalization. Thus, when a log contains many fitting traces that are occur frequently, they are likely to be bad.
• Log to Model Precision Generalization (L2M Pr gen ) [97] - [100] : L2M Pr gen uses a threshold q. The larger the number of fitting traces there are that have a frequency of at least q, the better. Nonfitting traces or traces that are unique reduce the generalization [88] .
• Log to Model recall Generalization (L2M rec gen ) [101] - [104] : L2M rec gen measures the fraction of traces that are fitting but applies a penalty for each unique trace [88] .
C. METHODS BASED ON MODEL AND MODEL
Rogge-Solti et al. [105] proposed a method to repair missing events in the logs. They combined stochastic Petri nets, alignments, and Bayesian networks and evaluated the results using both synthetic and real event data consistency measures. Richetti et al. [106] proposed a method to reduce declarative model complexity by aggregating activities and evaluated complexity reduction using a case study. Carzaniga et al. [107] proposed an event notification service to exhibit expressiveness and scalability and performed simulation studies to examine service scalability and performance according to a consistency analysis. van der Aalst et al. [108] proposed a method to compare process models with respect to some typical behaviors. Gaaloul et al. [109] proposed a mining method for discovering workflow models based on workflow patterns and workflow termination states. Leoni et al. [110] proposed a mining method to reconstruct process states. Bolt et al. [111] compared different variants of the same process to detect relevant differences between processes. Mitsyuk et al. [112] proposed executable BPMN semantics based on tokens. They considered BPMN 2.0 and simulated the hierarchical process models. van der Aalst [113] mapped event-driven process chains to Petri nets and provided formal semantics to describe event-driven process chains. Munoz-Gama et al. [114] used a hierarchical consistency checking method to derive the subprocess structure underlying a process model. Cook and Wolf [115] proposed a data analysis technique termed process discovery. Bolt et al. [116] proposed a process discovery method for rediscovering deliberate performance issues injected into an artificial dataset and evaluated the mining methods using a consistency analysis. Leoni et al. [117] proposed a process mining framework that provides a general solution for performing consistency analyses and much more. The evaluation criteria based on model-to-model are shown as follows:
• Trace-Based Model to Model Precision (M 2M Pr TB ) [118] - [121] : In Table 3 , m 1 and m 2 are two models.
• Trace-Based Model to Model recall (M 2M rec TB ) [122] - [125] : M 2M Pr TB and M 2M rec TB do not consider the likelihood of traces. Moreover, they are undefined when the number of traces is unbounded |τ (m 1 )| = ∞ or |τ (m 2 )| = ∞ [88] .
• Likelihood-Based Model to Model Precision (M 2M Pr LB ) [126] - [129] : the difference between M 2M Pr LB and M 2M Pr TB is that M 2M Pr LB considers trace likelihood. It compares the traces allowed by both models (τ (m 1 ) ∩ τ (m 2 )) according to the τ (m 2 ). It is based on π (m 1 ) and always yields a high value even when m 2 allows for many additional behaviors [88] .
• Likelihood-Based Model to Model recall (M 2M rec LB ) [130] - [133] : π(m 1 )(τ (m 1 ) ∩ τ (m 2 )) quantifies the likelihood of traces in the set τ (m 1 ) ∩ τ (m 2 ). It compares the traces allowed by models (τ (m 1 ) ∩ τ (m 2 )) according to τ (m 1 ) [88] .
III. SYSTEM BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
In this section, we divide the system behavior analysis methods into two categories for analysis and illustration.
A. TRACE AND BISIMULATION EQUIVALENCE-BASED METHODS
Sánchez-Blanco et al. [134] defined the concept of trace equivalence for interpreted Petri nets (IPN). Chen and Nicola [135] presented the algebraic characterizations of trace equivalence and well-known decorated trace equivalences: ready, ready trace equivalence and failure. Baeten et al. [136] assessed process equality using a model of process graph modulo bisimulation equivalence and proving the solvability of the equivalence for context-free languages. van Glabbeek and Goltz [137] considered the distinction between deadlock and successful termination and investigated the action-refinement interplay with abstraction in terms of equivalence notions for concurrent systems. Laroussinie and Schnoebelen [138] showed that the relations between the simulation preorder and bisimilarity and between trace inclusion and ready trace equivalence or possible-futures equivalence are EXPTIME-hard. Chrétien et al. [139] provided the first decidability result for trace equivalence of security protocols. Cortier and Delaune et al. [140] considered the applied pi calculus and showed that observational equivalence actually coincides with trace equivalence. Mödersheim et al. [141] used partial order reduction to check consistency. Baelde et al. [142] generalized the method in [141] and adapted it for equivalence checking. They used reduced symbolic semantics to achieve the partial order reduction method. Chadha et al. [143] presented a procedure to verify equivalence for a bounded number of sessions of cryptographic protocols. This procedure is able to verify trace equivalence for determinate cryptographic protocols. Baldan et al. [144] introduced a hierarchy of behavioral equivalences for open systems comprising branching, bisimulation-based, and nonbranching trace-based equivalences. Hawash et al. [145] proposed disk-based versions of trace and bisimulation memory-based algorithms and adapted them to RDF data. Kurz et al. [146] proposed a number of coalgebraic methods depending on explicit termination and discussed a joint generalization of these methods based on an embedding function modeling of various aspects. Bergstra et al. [147] proposed a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence and provided a complete axiomatization. Groote et al. [148] provided an algorithm to determine stuttering equivalence that makes the use of stuttering equivalence and branching bisimulation even more attractive.
B. BEHAVIORAL PROFILE-BASED METHODS
Weidlich et al. [149] compared trace equivalence and bisimulation and reported on the limitations of these two methods. They provided a behavioral profile that captures the essential behavioral constraints. The study in [150] proposed causal behavioral profiles to capture order, exclusiveness, and causality relations. Consistency based on causal behavioral profiles is weaker than consistency based on trace VOLUME 7, 2019 equivalence. However, it can be computed efficiently for a broad class of models. Subsequently, Weidlich et al. [151] proposed a method that supports change propagation between two process models. They provided a behavioral inconsistency detection method and related change propagation through hierarchical refinement. The authors of [152] used structural decomposition techniques to compute causal behavioral profile consistency for free-choice workflow systems. This approach can solve the consistency problem with unstructured net fragments that are acyclic or traced back to Sor T-nets. [153] focused on behavioral profiles and behavioral footprints, which induce a different equivalence class. Smirnov et al. [154] used well-structured behavioral profiles to abstract the process model. The authors of [155] discussed the behavior aggregation based on regions and proposed an equivalence and compatibility detection method for complex correspondences. Wang et al. [156] showed that behavioral profiles are inaccurate for some cases, such as cyclic models. Thus, they proposed process profile method by considering process relations to compute the consistency of cyclic models. Fang et al. [157] proposed a consistency calculation method for models including duplicated transitions. The study in [156] used behavioral profile consistency to evaluate security, while [158] used behavioral profile consistency to lock the change regions of two different models. Polyvyanyy et al. [159] investigated the expressive power of behavioral profiles and showed that behavioral profiles are strictly less expressive than regular languages. Wang et al. [160] used a branching process to improve behavioral profiles and computed the consistency of models with uncertain correspondences. The list of word abbreviations is shown in Table 4 .
• Degree of Weak Behavioral Profiles Consistency (WPC) [149] , [151] , [159] , [161] : In Table 4 , CT ∼ 1 contains all pairs (t x , t y ), such that:
R 2 or t x ∼ t t and t y ∼ t s [21] .
• Behavioral Profiles (BP) [21] , [152] : When id T ∼ 1 and id T ∼ 2 are empty sets, the behavioral profiles consistency degree is equal to weak behavioral profiles consistency degree.
• Causal Behavioural Profiles (CBP) [150] , [152] , [153] , [162] : Considering the causal behavior relations, the behavioural profiles are causal behavioural profiles. The difference between these three criteria: weak behavioural profile consistency, behavioural profile consistency, and causal behavioural profile consistency is behavioural relations.
• Average Confidence Function (ACF) [150] , [152] , [153] , [162] : For a single aligned transition, ACF aggregates the confidence values of elementary correspondences that refer to the transition by the arithmetic mean [21] .
• Weighted Degrees of Weak Behavioural Profile Consistency (WPC ζ ), Weighted Degrees of Behavioural Profile Consistency (PC ζ ), Weighted Degrees of Causal Behavioural Profile Consistency (CPC ζ ): The difference between these three weighted degrees is the different weights assigned to of different behavior relations.
• Degree of Trace Consistency (DTC) [21] : In Table 4 , CT ∼ 1 and CT ∼ 2 are the sets of projected completed traces, where Table 4 ,
• Degree of Constraint-relative Behavioural Profile Conformance (CBC c ): In this approach, both MBC c and CBC c are between zero (no conformance at all) and one (full conformance). They require iteration over the Cartesian product of transitions to compute the consistency degree.
• Degree of Model-relative Cooccurrence Conformance (MCC c ) and Degree of Constraint-relative Cooccurrence Conformance (CCC c ): In Table 4 ,
These measures require determining the set of expected case transitions to compute the consistency degree.
• Model-Relative Case Conformance (MC c ) and Constraint-Relative Case Conformance (CC c ) [156] , [158] , [163] : the difference between these two consistency measures is the number of transitions that leads to a higher conformance value. The consistencies based on behavioural profiles, CBC c and MBC c , are largely independent of those that are grounded in the cooccurrence relations, CCC c and MCC c [21] .
• Violation Impact (VI t ) [157] , [158] , [164] , [165] : In Table 4 ,
∈ TC c ). VI t measures the ratio of the observed nonconforming behavior in the related transitions.
• Confidence for Violation Rules (conf ) [154] , [155] , [160] , [166] : In Table 4 ,
It is reasonable to assume violations when the support in the log exceeds a certain threshold.
IV. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
In this section, we first detail the criteria for user behavior analysis and then discuss them.
A. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS CRITERIA
Maggi et al. [167] proposed a method to automatically discover declarative process models that incorporates both control-flow dependencies and data conditions and provides a summarized view of key rules governing the process. Suriadi et al. [168] described a set of data quality issues and proposed a pattern-based approach to document commonly encountered event log quality issues. van der Aalst [169] focused on log and model abstractions and discussed four discovery methods involving three abstractions and various types of process models, including Petri nets, block-structured models, and declarative models. Leoni and van der Aalst [170] proposed a method to check the consistency between modeled and observed behaviors. They focused on the control-flow abstracted from data, resources and time, described an aligned event log and a model to quantify conformance, and analyzed the differences between the model and reality. Günther and van der Aalst [171] used clustering algorithms to derive activity logs from lower-level VOLUME 7, 2019 data logs and used the ProM framework to widen the scope of processes. Table 5 shows the consistency criteria.
• False Rejection Rate (FRR) [172] - [175] : the ratio of normal behaviors mistaken for illegal behaviors. In Table 5 , FN denotes the number of normal behaviors mistaken for illegal ones, and TP represents the number of normal behaviors taken for normal ones. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the lower the FRR is, the better the performance.
• Detection Rate (DR) [176] - [179] : the ratio of normal behaviors mistaken for illegal behaviors. In Table 5 , FP denotes the number of illegal behaviors mistaken for normal ones, and TN denotes the true number of illegal behaviors. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the higher the DR is, the better the performance.
• False Negative Rate (FNR) [180] - [183] : the ratio of normal behaviors in all diagnosed illegal behaviors in real world. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the lower the FNR is, the better the performance.
• False Accept Rate (FAR) [184] - [187] : the ratio of illegal behaviors mistaken for normal behaviors. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the lower the FAR is, the better the performance.
• False Positive Rate (FPR) [173] , [180] , [184] , [188] : the ratio of illegal behaviors in all diagnosed normal behaviors in the real world. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the lower the FPR is, the better the performance.
• True Positive Rate (TPR) [189] - [192] : the ratio of normal behaviors in all diagnosed normal behaviors in the real world. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the higher the TPR is, the better the performance.
• True Negative Rate (TNR) [193] - [196] : the ratio of illegal behaviors in all diagnosed illegal behaviors in the real world. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the higher the TNR is, the better the performance. In fact, TNR = 1 − FNR.
• Accuracy Rate(AR) [197] - [200] : the ratio of correct test results consistent with the real results. This criterion can be applied in measuring test systems, retrieval systems, and system recommendations. AR = 1 − ER. When the normal and abnormal situations exhibit an overall balance in the tested samples, AR is a good representation of the consistency of run results and the real situation. When the test sample is unbalanced, it should be combined with the detection rate or the miss rate to perform a comprehensive evaluation.
• Recall (Rec) [201] - [204] : the ratio of documents deemed relevant among all relevant documents. This metric represents the recall ratio. In general, the higher Rec is, the better the performance.
• Error Rate (ER) [205] - [209] : the ratio of test results with errors to the total results. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication. In general, the lower the ER is, the better the performance.
• Kappa Statistic (KS) [210] - [214] : This indicator is used to evaluate the overall effect of a classifier. In Table 5 , P(A) represents the ratio of a class classified into a particular class. P(E) shows the random classification ratio of the classified class into other classes. When K = 0, this measure shows equivalence between the classifier results and random classification, and when K = 1, the classifier results are completely different from random classification.
• Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [215] - [219] : In Table 5 , f (i) is the predictive value of the classifier, y(i) is the actual value, and n is the number of samples. This criterion can be applied in classification, linear regression, logistic regression, and so on. In general, the lower the MAE is, the better the performance.
• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) [220] - [224] : In Table 5 , obserced t is the actual value, predicted t is the predicted value, and n is the number of samples. This criterion can be applied in classification, linear regression, logistic regression, etc. In general, the lower the RMSE is, the better the performance.
• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) [225] - [229] : In Table 5 , obserced t is the actual value, predicted t is the predicted value, and n is the number of samples. This criterion can be applied in classification, linear regression, logistic regression, etc. In general, the lower the MAPE is, the better the performance.
• Confidence Interval (CI) [230] - [234] : This value is the confidence interval from calculating the cost of alarm probability weighting. In Table 5 , Z α/2 is the value of table lookups. This criterion can be applied in authentication and in risk control.
• F-Measure (FM) [235] - [239] : In Table 5 , R is the recall, P is the precision, and β is the threshold value. This criterion can be applied in identity authentication.
• F1-Measure (FM1) [240] - [243] : When β = 1, FM is the same as FM1. In Table 5 , r is the recall, and p is the precision.
• E Value (E) [244] - [247] : E is the weighted average of P and R. This criterion can be applied in authentication.
B. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS METHODS
There are three main ways to perform user identity authentication, namely, three authentication factors [248] that are (i) based on something the user knows, such as an account number, password or other information; (ii) based on something the user has, such as an id card or bank card; and (iii) based on something the user intrinsically possesses, such as biometric authentication. Below, we introduce four aspects that can be applied in user behavior analysis methods: web browsing behavior, keystroke behavior, transaction behavior, and mobile terminal behavior.
1) USER WEB BROWSING BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Based on an analysis of users' web browsing behavior, the existing methods for researching group user behavior mainly focus on the regular exploration and knowledge discovery of network user groups, such as the analysis and visualization of browsing behavior rules of network user groups [249] . The authors of [250] , [251] studied the understanding and utilization of the browsing behaviors of network users and methods to improve their browsing experiences. In [252] , the PageRank algorithm was improved based on web user browsing data. The authors of [253] studied user behavior analysis based on focus window transition logs; [254] proposed a network user clustering analysis; [255] performed a Markov study of user network behavior; [256] studied the intention and randomness of users' web browsing behaviors; [257] studied the degradation of network users' comment behavior; and [258] studied browsing data collection and privacy protection for network users. A missing link completion method based on group users' browsing behaviors in Wikipedia was proposed in [259] . Group network users behavior analysis enables researchers to understand the randomness of users' behaviors in a network environment from a macro perspective and finds their potential regularity and predictability. However, network user identification needs to be analyzed from a more granular perspective. The authors of [260] noted VOLUME 7, 2019 that the browsing behavior information of individual users has important research value and economic applications, and [261] noted that the analysis of individual users' network behaviors can better promote network intelligence and conducted in-depth research on the analysis and prediction of individual users' browsing behaviors. There are two main directions for the behavior analysis of individual network users: first, research on personalized recommendation and behavior prediction based on users' historical behaviors and second, research based on using an individual user's browsing data to detect suspicious behavior and perform identity authentication.
In terms of personalized recommendation and behavior prediction, this paper takes the browsing behavior data of network users as the research objective and investigates modeling and predicting user web-browsing behavior [262] - [264] . A browsing path prediction method based on the first-order Markov model and depth-first evaluation strategy was proposed in [265] . Browsing behavior prediction based on the variable-order Markov model was proposed in [266] . HMM modeling and behavioral intention prediction based on user gender, age and other attributes were introduced in [267] . User network behavior tracking prediction based on hidden context discovery was proposed in [268] . An analysis of the browsing behavior of young Internet users is introduced in [269] . Network user behavior modeling based on neural theory is proposed in [270] . A design of the automatic updating mechanism for the user behavior model and an analysis of the behavior change support system were introduced in [271] , [272] . Web user browsing behavior analysis based on the ontology concept was proposed in [273] , [274] , and [275] provided personalized recommendations based on individual user cognitive differences. News and event pushes based on the behavior track of individual users were introduced in [276] . The establishment of a user-controllable personalized system and privacy protection analysis was proposed in [277] , [278] .
In terms of detection and identity authentication of users' individual suspicious behaviors, the main studies from the perspective of detecting users' suspicious behaviors include: (i) risk prediction based on a browsing behavior model [279] ; (ii) research on protection against imitation attack in a network user credit evaluation system [280] ; (iii) Network malware analysis and detection [33] ; (iv) suspicious web browsing behavior detection based on an HSMM model [281] ; (v) operational behavior camouflage attack detection [282] ; and (vi) spam jump detection [283] . The main studies from the perspective of network user identity authentication are as follows. The authors of [284] extracted the top-k webpage URL addresses frequently visited by users, constructed a k-dimensional vector as the user behavior model and verified network identity. Based on modeling and authenticating users' web browsing times, [285] , [286] authenticated users' identities by constructing the probability distribution of users' online times every day. In addition, an analysis and certification method study compared normal users and users with Down's syndrome [287] . The authors of [288] studied privacy protection based on integrating network users' personalized information and identity authentication, and [289] , [290] addressed session recognition methods of server-side network users based on integer programming and simulated withdrawal algorithms.
When users browse the web, their browsing behavior sequence reflects their logical thinking process; in other words, the web browsing sequences form maps of users' logical thinking sequences in the Internet environment. To date, some researchers have analyzed web browsing behavior from the perspective of individual users' cognition, thinking and memory, for example, by speculation about network users' browsing intentions [291] - [293] . The authors of [294] , [295] analyzed the motivations for users' web browsing behavior from a modeling perspective. The works in [296] , [297] studied the cognitive differences between users and their cognitive concept levels, and [298] , [299] provided a difference analysis between browsing sequences under the same browsing target generated by different users based on differences in their background knowledge. The work in [300] analyzed users' memory characteristics during browsing, and [301] studied the users' network behavior strategies with visual impairment. However, the existing web browsing behavior research data are based on user site behavior data collected by a web service provider on the server side (for example, a user's browsing data within the Wikipedia site). To address users' logical thinking processes as a whole, it is necessary to analyze their behavior data both within and among multiple websites.
2) ANALYSIS OF NETWORK USERS' KEYSTROKE BEHAVIOR
Keyboard tapping refers to a series of character tapping actions performed by a user as text is typed. When the user presses keys on the keyboard, the keypress, duration and bounce time of different characters, as well as the intervals between striking different characters, are extracted. Thus, as a user inputs a paragraph of text, a corresponding percussion feature sequence is generated. This feature sequence is adopted as the user's keyboard percussion behavior and is used for modeling and analysis of an individual user's behavior. Similar to keystroke behavior is a user's mouse-click behavior. Mouse click behavior refers to a series of singleand double-click actions as a user interacts with a PC terminal. When such interaction occurs, features such as the speed of the user's mouse movement and the interval times between single and double clicks are extracted. The feature sequences are generated as the user's mouse-click behaviors and used for modeling and analysis of user behaviors. Due to the great similarity between the two in user behavior feature extraction and the final generated behavior feature sequence, these features are generally used in research related to user keystroke and mouse-click behaviors. At present, the keyboard and mouse behavior analysis of network users is based primarily on individual users, that is to say, a behavior model is established for each network user.
For example, the Gaussian mixture model and deep belief networks have been used to model and authenticate user keyboard behavior [302] . Research on continuous authentication methods for network identity based on user percussion behavior in a real-time environment was proposed in [214] , [303] , while [304] - [306] proposed an analysis and authentication model based on a user's mouse click behavior. In [209] a user behavior modeling authentication method based on mouse interaction was studied. By designing a random virtual keyboard and analyzing users' cognitive time characteristics, such as searching for keys on the virtual keyboard, a behavior authentication method based on a cognitive time model was established in [307] . A risk authentication model combining keyboard and mouse behaviors was proposed in [308] . Some researchers also analyzed the users' handwriting behavior when using a digital pen or mouse to sign their names, model and verified network users' identities in [309] . Based on an analysis of users' interactive behaviors when playing a game at a terminal, they investigated whether cheating behavior occurs among network users [310] .
The collection of user data for keyboard and mouse behavior characteristics does not require users to install additional hardware devices; thus, they can be widely applied for trusted authentication of user identity in a network environment. However, in current research works on network user identity authentication based on keyboard and mouse behaviors, users need to input a preset text to the authentication system or complete a series of scheduled mouse operations in a preoperational environment to achieve good authentication accuracy. In other words, obtaining stable modeling and authentication effects when training behavioral models using the existing authentication methods requires a substantial amount of historical data to. However, in a network application environment, users are frequently required to input large amounts of preset text to assist model training, which degrades the user experience. Therefore, further study of identity trusted authentication methods is necessary that are suitable for a networked environment and that can establish stable user keyboard behavior model from only a small sample training data set.
3) USER NETWORK TRANSACTION BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Network transaction behavior refers to a user using the network to buy goods or shop through a process involving a series of interactive operations. At present, analyses of online transaction behavior mainly adopt commodities purchased by users as the research objective. By modeling users' historical shopping data, personalized recommendations of commodities can be achieved. The main studies are as follows: (i) user network purchase behavior modeling [311] ; (ii) user purchase and time prediction based on an opportunity model [312] ; (iii) personalized purchase time prediction based on a commodity characteristic time sequence [313] ; (iv) periodic feature discovery and prediction of user purchase behavior [314] , [315] ; (v) credit card fraud detection based on a user's historical consumption using an HMM model [316] ; (vi) malicious transaction analysis [317] and loan risk prediction [219] based on user history transaction sequences. However, the identification of online transaction fraud requires users to prove the credibility of their behaviors every time they conduct online transactions. Modeling only from the perspective of purchased goods cannot effectively distinguish whether the trading account is being improperly used or involves a fraudulent transaction. In contrast, the series of interactive user operations that occur during network transactions contains their personalized transaction behavior characteristics but requires further research regarding the modeling and analysis of user transaction behavior.
During users' network transactions, the interdependencies and interactions of different operation sequences will generate complex behavior graphs, and different users result in different behavior graph based on their unique behavior preferences. At present, studies on graph behavior mainly include (i) studies on users' network interaction behaviors and motivations [318] ; (ii) the understanding of user network behavior and the construction of behavior graph data [319] , [320] ; (iii) potential correlation analyses of user behavior graphs and research on multiorganization network behavior transfers [321] , [322] ; (iv) graph-based behavioral motivation analysis [323] ; (v) research on behavior analysis, modeling, and prediction methods based on stochastic models and Bayesian models [324] , [325] ; (vi) research on graph structure analysis algorithms and the development of analysis tools [326] ; and (vii) methods for analyzing sequence consistency between two different user graphs [149] . The behavior graph records the complicated interdependencies and interactive logic of users in a network transaction. The behavior graph topology of different users is different. An analysis of network transaction behavior can use the graph behavior generated during the user transaction operation as the research objective to analyze the credibility differences between normal users and lawbreakers. However, the existing network user graph behavior studies have focused largely on static graph topology analysis, such as the out/in degree of each node. The graph behavior of online trading is a dynamic process that must use dynamic analysis of behavior graph scenarios to more accurately describe the underlying user behavioral logic. Although [149] analyzes the consistency between two execution sequence diagrams, it cannot identify two graphs with ring structure differences that occur during its execution. Therefore, the accuracy of graph behavior consistency analysis needs to be further improved.
4) MOBILE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF NETWORK USERS
A mobile terminal primarily refers to a smartphone, and mobile terminal behavior refers to the behavioral data recorded by each sensor during mobile phone use. Due to the built-in GPS, gyroscope, accelerator and magnetometer modules in smartphones, researchers can collect users' real-world movement trajectories, as well as the holding mode, pressure on touchpoints and sliding operation trajectories of VOLUME 7, 2019 smartphones. Using these characteristics, a user's mobile terminal behavior can be modeled; then, the identity of the current end user can be verified or the user's mobile terminal behavior can be analyzed. At present, analyses of user mobile terminal geographical location movement trajectories mainly include (i) research on data mining methods for user movement trajectories [327] ; (ii) modeling and analysis of individual user mobility trajectory scalability [328] ; (iii) research on users' mobile behavior patterns [329] ; (iv) research on path planning based on the timing of user positional information [330] ; (v) geographic wealth information prediction based on mobile data and subgroup excavation based on abnormal mobile behavior [331] , [332] ; and (vi) as noted [333] , although users believe that their mobile behaviors are random, they are in fact predictable up to 93% when the users' surrounding environments do not change significantly. Based on modeling and prediction of the behavior trajectories of individual users, [334] used public transportation data of individual users to model and identify the behavior trajectories of thieves. The authors of [335] noted that users' identities can be discovered by combining their mobile behavior data with offline bank card swiping data. In addition to analyzing users' mobile behaviors, studies on extracting features of the systematic behaviors of mobile terminals and users' operational behaviors on mobile terminals also exist, such as research on the propagation characteristics of mobile terminal malware programs and research on malware detection systems based on software behavior models [336] , [337] . In terms of research on the operational behaviors of users on mobile terminals, [219] , [229] , [338] used terminals' gyroscopes to extract users' handheld posture data when using the terminal. They then built a model to assess the credibility of the user's identity.
Smartphone terminals store a large amount of users' private data and identity information. Thus stealing a smartphone can cause serious losses for normal users. Research on methods to identify spurious mobile phone behavior can effectively verify the credibility of the identity of a current mobile phone user, prevent further disclosure of privacy information after a user's mobile phone is stolen, and improve the security of users' mobile terminal information. During mobile phone use, multiple sensors continuously generate behavior sequences of real values at a certain sampling frequency, and these multiple real-value sequences record users' mobile phone use behaviors from different aspects. To date, research on users' mobile terminal behavior has mainly focused on modeling behavior sequence data from individual sensors (such as a GPS sensor). Although [219] , [229] performs a simultaneous analysis of user gyro and accelerator data, its behavior analysis involves extracting user sequence data such as mean values, maximum/minimum values and variance statistics as the user behavior characteristics used for modeling. These statistics can partly reflect the differences between individual mobile phone users; however, they ignore the characteristic behavior information in the data sequences and reduce the accuracy of user behavior modeling.
Therefore, further study of sequential modeling and trusted authentication methods for simultaneous analysis of user mobile terminal use behavior from multiple sensor sequence data is still required.
In addition to PC-side web browsing, keystroke and network transactions and mobile terminal user network behavior modeling, in authentication-related research, user network behavioral data are essentially sequential data records. Based on the different forms used for behavioral data records, a user's behavior can be divided into four types: single-variable symbolic sequence data, directed graph data and single-variable/multivariable real numerical sequence data. In addition, research on identity trust authentication based on network user behavior data has mainly focused on modeling the behavior data of normal users. By analyzing the matching degree between the newly generated user behavior data and the behavior model, a credibility degree regarding the current user's identity can be calculated. During the process of trusted authentication, the behavior data generated by lawbreakers after stealing the identities of normal users have been regarded as abnormal data for analysis in some studies.
Studies on the time series analysis methods mainly include mining symbolic sequence patterns and the analysis of sequence classification algorithms [339] - [341] . The authors of [342] proposed a variable-order hidden Markov model analysis based on mining frequent sequences; [343] - [345] studied the parametric modeling and classification of symbolic sequence data based on a Bayesian nonparametric method; [346] , [347] studied using sequence data to train a classifier for early classification and anonymization of symbolic sequence data for privacy protection; [348] studied extracting a primary feature, reduction, and visualization of sequence data, and [349] comprehensively reported on and analyzed the existing real numerical sequence mining algorithms. The analysis method based on the time series proposed in [350] has good generalization ability, and analysis methods featuring real number sequences have been widely studied. For example, logical disorder was proposed in [351] to classify real number sequence data and research on transforming and learning unordered features was reported in [352] - [354] . In addition, a sequence classification and query algorithm analysis based on dynamic time warping (DTW) in [355] , [356] . Research on the early classification of real number sequences and feature extraction interpretability was proposed in [357] - [360] . A general framework for the study of continuous learning of real number sequences was introduced in [361] . The minimum description length (MDL) and piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) sequence of real number were used to reduce the dimension in [362] , [363] . Real sequence dependency mining and sequence prediction based on HMM was proposed in [364] , [365] . Real number sequence correlation analysis and event diagnosis were introduced in [366] , and [367] analyzed the hypothesis bias in the classification of real number sequences. The above studies reveal that the existing research on time series has mainly focused on real number sequences and that the sequence classification method based on disorder has been extensively studied. However, the unordered sequence method extracts only the local features of a sequence for classification, while during the process of user behavior sequence authentication, the entire user behavior sequence needs to be identified globally; thus this approach cannot be effectively applied to network behavior authentication. At the same time, users' network behaviors in data form, such as web browsing or network transactions, are symbol sequences. The purpose of analysis and mining existing symbol sequences has mainly been conducted to find significant patterns and frequent paths in sequence data, while the trusted analysis of network users' behaviors has mainly considered how to discover infrequent (suspicious) behavior patterns from the behavior data of individual users. Although these two goals are related, they cannot be used directly to solve the problem of trusted authentication of network user behaviors due to their different application scenarios.
The relevant studies on abnormal behavior data analysis mainly include the study in [368] , which pointed out that compared with detecting abnormal points in mutually independent data, anomaly detection in time series data should consider the context in which the data point is located and its relations with other data points. A detailed description of the primary abnormal behavior analysis methods and their application scenarios in the univariate symbol sequence was provided in [368] . In [369] , [370] , univariate symbolic sequence data, real sequence data mapping methods, and anomaly detection methods based on reference data sets were proposed, and methods for the analysis and detection of outliers in time series data and multitype mixed data were studied in [371] , [372] . In [373] , [374] , hidden Markov exceptional detection model and exceptional model mining analysis models were proposed to mine and detect abnormal behavior data. The authors of [375] highlighted the importance of finding pertinent characteristics to recognize abnormal behaviors using a real-world case of eBay. When conducting an abnormal behavior analysis based on a specific application background, [376] started from the network application layer and mined the browsing information of user groups on a specific website through a hidden semi-Markov model (HsMM) to prevent distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on a specific website. In [377] , [378] , based on Wikipedia and Wikidata, users' operational behavior data in those websites was adopted to mine and identify malicious editing operations or modifications to website entries by malicious users. Abnormal behavior data detection usually adopts one behavior sequence as the research objective, and looks for a subsequence in the positioning sequence that is significantly different from other parts, while credible authentication using behavior involves classification and discrimination of the credibility of the user's overall behavior sequence; thus, the research objectives are different. In addition, in anomaly analyses based on a specific application background, the existing research has focused mainly on the analysis of abnormal user behavior in a specific website; such research is driven by the need to protect the interests of a particular website. However, the trusted authentication of user behavior takes each individual user as the main research objective and analyzes the loss of interests caused to normal users by lawbreakers who steal user accounts or identity information; thus, the goal of this application is different.
C. DISCUSSION
Research on individual user browsing behavior has primarily been used personalized recommendations, behavior prediction, and suspicious sexual behavior analysis. Relatively few studies exist that study identity authentication using browsing behavior. Personalized recommendation and prediction methods are generally based on the idea of collaborative filtering, in which browsing behavior data from similar users are integrated into a personalized user model to improve recommendation and prediction accuracy. However, network user identity authentication must start from the perspective of each user to determine the behavioral characteristics that distinguish this user from all other users for modeling. Therefore, compared with personalized recommendation and prediction methods, network user behavior authentication requires higher modeling accuracy. Similarly, personalized recommendation and prediction models of network users often output a group of behaviors as alternative results: when one of the behaviors in this list matches the user's behavior, it will be judged as accurate. However, the requirements for judging network user identity authentication are stricter. Second, existing studies on suspicious or fraudulent network user behaviors were all performed from the perspective of network service providers and conducted by analyzing the risk of loss caused by users' network behaviors and by identifying fraudulent behaviors. For example, e-commerce websites protect their interests by analyzing and identifying users' malicious evaluation behaviors. From a user's perspective, identity authentication reduces the risk of personal property loss caused by account embezzlement because it can verify that the current account user is credible. Both the research approach and the side effects are different. Finally, existing studies on identity authentication based on users' web browsing behavior have typically started from the URL and the text content characteristics of web pages to build a browsing behavior model, and they take the server-side browsing records of users on a single website as the research objective.
The relevant studies of time series data and abnormal behavior analysis show that the existing methods for unordered real numeric-sequence classification and symbol-sequence frequent-pattern mining in time series analysis cannot be effectively applied to network user behavior authentication due to their different application scenarios. Moreover, research methods such as abnormal behavior detection and exception analysis based on specific applications cannot effectively solve the problem of trusted identification of network users due to their different research objectives and application starting points. Therefore, VOLUME 7, 2019 a behavior sequence modeling and analysis method suitable to application scenarios involving trusted authentication of network users needs further study.
In summary, at present, the studies of four types of network user behavior that mainly analyze a single web user's browsing data as the research objective-extracting features, authenticating user identity, or matching web content to a user regarding that user's overall browsing behavior between multiple-site sequences using dwell time behavior modeling and analysis-are insufficient. The current methods for keystroke analysis require users to input large amounts of preset text as training data to build an effective keystroke behavior model: the modeling period is long, and the user inconvenience is high in network identity authentication application environments. From the aspect of network transaction behavior, personalized purchase recommendations are mainly conducted with purchased goods as the research object. However, the modeling of complex operational behavior during the transaction process is largely based on topological analyses of behaviors represented in static graphs. Some deficiencies remain in the comparative analysis of the consistency in dynamic execution sequences between users' behavior graphs. In a mobile terminal, behavior is typically assessed using the sequence data from a single sensor data as the research object when modeling user behavior, while multiple sensor sequence analysis is performed mainly by using statistical information to extract features, which neglects the sequential characteristics of the data. Thus, for an individual user, the simultaneous analysis of multiple-sensor sequence behavior modeling and trusted authentication methods need further study. In addition, time series data and abnormal behavior analysis methods cannot be effectively applied to perform trusted authentication of network users due to the differences in research objects, application backgrounds and starting points among the existing methods. The authors of [35] , [379] performed a comprehensive comparison of the existing user identity authentication methods and noted that the current method-performing identity authentication through account/password matching-is still the most effective method for network users' identity identification in terms of ease of use and effectiveness.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS A. SYSTEM BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS METHODS
Previous research and analysis have suggested that system models are equivalent if and only if their execution traces are equivalent [380] . However, research based on trace equivalence has two problems: first, a model trace may be infinite; second, trace equivalence does not distinguish the selected structures in the model. To solve the second problem, the equivalence of bisimulation and observation behavior are proposed and used to analyze and compare the selected structures in the system [381] . However, observable behavior is unable to accurately reflect the selected structure in the system. In view of this, branching bisimulation equivalence is proposed. However, bisimulation and branching bisimulation methods cannot calculate the similarity degree. Behavior profile-based methods can overcome these three shortcomings of trace equivalence applications in the matching case: (i) it is not equivalently sensitive to the projection trace equivalence; (ii) the structure of a behavior profile provides a simple way to define a degree of consistency from 0 to 1. In this way, we can deliver detailed information to business analysts and software designers concerning where and to what extent two models have changed; and (iii) the concept of behavior profiles is based on the formal performance of free choice systems. Such systems have been used to formalize most process modeling languages. However, behavior profiles also have limitations: according to the definition of the weak order relation of behavior profiles, the behavior relation can study the direct relations between two behaviors but does not address indirect behavior relations among many behaviors. Consequently, the existing research on behavior profiles is unable to distinguish repeated transitions effectively: the existing behavior profile relations are based on one-to-one behavior relations, and many-to-many complex correspondence relations have not been studied. The behavior profile considers only the behavior relations between activities but does not involve the data flow relations between activities. Subsequently, some studies were designed to address these deficiencies, such as [157] , [160] , [165] , which proposed process profiles and behavior profiles based on multiple transitions set to repetitive behavior consistency degrees, and [160] and [382] , which proposed relation profile methods for complex correspondences and unknown correspondence behavior consistency.
The current research has been conducted on the basis that a single component is credible. It is difficult to conduct certification for a single component, which is a topic that needs further study in the future. The dynamic behavior of a system is built based on running logs, processing and analysis are adopted for a benchmark log, and the log files are processed in log sequence under the premise that the log sequence is complete. However, in real-world cases, logs may not be perfect; thus, we may not be able to build a benchmark log that truly reflects the performance of the dynamic behavior model. In addition, since the consistency of the system is based on the consistency of the two models, how to evaluate the consistency of the system under the condition that the corresponding relations between models is uncertain and corresponding system behavior tool design are difficult points. Credibility analysis also affects behavior, which also requires further consideration for this problem. The behavioral consistency index is not systematic and needs to be perfected according to the characteristics of electronic commerce systems. Because the interactive software in the process of online transaction runs in the open environment, it may be affected by external factors, such as malicious programs, virus attacks, or other external factors, etc., so that the behavior of the software with the expected functions will change when it runs in the open environment, and some unexpected behaviors will occur. Most of the existing literatures directly have great limitations on environment modeling, mainly because it is rather difficult to model the environment. On the one hand, it is difficult to define the scope of the external environment; on the other hand, some malicious programs or viruses are not predictable and cannot be modeled at all. In the open environment, due to the influence of external factors, the behavior of software runtime may change, and the software whose functions meet the expected requirements may also show unexpected behaviors in the open environment, such as XSS Phishing in the process of electronic transactions. For the analysis of this kind of problem, its running log sequence partly reflects the running behavior of the software. If there is a sequence in the log sequence that cannot be accepted by the theoretical combination model (the software model generated in the construction phase), this kind of problem is not easy to deal with. Due to different problems and different objects, the mining algorithm of dynamic behavior model adopted is not necessarily the same. Although there are many relevant mining algorithms, the mining of dynamic system activities and data, and the evaluation of system behavior still need to be further studied.
B. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS METHODS
At present, identity authentication methods for network users mostly use the first method; in other words, they authenticate a combination of an ''account/password+SMS verification code''. However, users tend to repeatedly select the same account name/password when registering for different websites or applications. Consequently, malicious users are likely to obtain user account information that applies to other network applications through collision and other methods after successfully acquiring user data from any given website database. Users' text messages can be easily intercepted. Moreover, because users tend to set passwords that are easy to remember, their passwords tend to be regular and easy to crack [383] . More importantly, the account name/password matching method can only identify that the account input information is correct; it cannot distinguish whether the information was input by a legitimate user or by a malicious user. Therefore, this method cannot effectively avoid account embezzlement cases. The second authentication method requires users to provide physical tokens; however, these approaches are difficult to operate in a networked environment. A third approach, based on biometrics, is increasingly being used to authenticate web users. Biometric characteristics include both physiological characteristics and behavioral characteristics [384] . These methods use physiological features for user identity authentication, including recognition of palmprints [34] , auricle features [32] , fingerprints, finger veins, voice prints, and iris or facial features. However, part of the biometric authentication is based on technologies that can perform feature data collection and identity recognition and require specific hardware devices (e.g., for iris recognition). Therefore, these authentication methods cannot easily be applied to user identification in a networked environment at a large scale. To date, desktop PCS and mobile terminals generally use built-in cameras as the standard hardware. Consequently, face recognition technology (e.g., by Face++ 1 ) has become the main physiological authentication method to assist network users in identity authentication. This technology can be applied to physiological feature recognition technology in user identity authentication because each user has unique physiological feature characteristics. However, in a networked environment, information concerning a user's physiological characteristics is easy to steal and imitate. For example, the study in [385] , based on photo information shared by users on the Internet, was able to conduct 3D modeling to create users' avatars, thus successfully passing user identity authentication by a face recognition system. The study in [386] notes that a wrongdoer only needs to mimic simple features by ''dressing up'' according to the facial features of the target user; then Face++ authentication can be achieved using current face recognition technology. Obviously, in an open network environment, pictures, videos and other data shared by users can easily be used to acquire users' faces, voices and other physiological characteristics. This problem means that even highly reliable physiological authentication methods can easily be attacked when the network users are authenticated. Behavioral traits are called second-generation traits as compared to physiological traits, which are known as first-generation traits [387] . Using the current network approaches, user identity authentication is ineffective at protecting security in a network transaction environment; thus, researchers have attempted to verify user identity from the information exposed in their behavior data [388] .
The identifiable information guidelines state that any information that distinguishes an individual user from other user groups, can be considered personal identifiable information (PII) [389] . As the second generation of biological characteristics, due to its uniqueness among different users as well as because its characteristics are difficult to steal or imitate, well-characterized user behavior characteristics can be used as user identity information, and applied to help determine the credibility of a user's identity. At the same time, [390] noted that the development of the Internet has diversified fraudulent approaches in both online transactions and other applications. From the user behavior data viewpoint, user security during network usage can be improved to a certain extent. The authors of [391] , [392] noted that users' behaviors on a network have certain patterns and differences, and that analyzing a user's personality based on network behavior data is more accurate than that of psychological experts. These studies also reflect the feasibility of using network behavior data to model individual user behavior and conduct trusted identity authentication. A user's behavior is reflected from many aspects, such as gait and note-taking behavior in the real world. In a network environment, user behavior is represented by a series of interactions and the operational behaviors of users as they interact with various network applications through terminals. The analysis of network user behavior can be divided into two levels: groups and individual users. The trusted identity authentication of network users is mainly based on behavior analyses of individual users. The study in [393] noted that users' access networks mainly through PCs and mobile terminals. A PC user interacts with a network application mainly through web browsing, keystrokes and network transactions. A comprehensive analysis shows that existing users' network behaviors are mainly focused on web browsing, keystroke and network transaction behaviors when using either a PC or a mobile phone. In the future, to ensure the normal operation of online trading systems, methods should be developed to ensure the safety of both the system behavior and the user behavior should be assured.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provide an overview of advanced system behavior mining, consistency analysis and user behavior analysis for electronic commerce systems and discuss the differences and suitable application scenarios of these different methods. First, we note that the current research has largely been conducted using the assumption that data from a single component is credible; however, that assumption requires further study in the future. The behavioral consistency index is not systematic and needs to be improved to match the characteristics of electronic commerce systems. We conclude this survey with brief references to some more advanced topics in the context of system behavior consistency. Trace and bisimulation equivalence methods aim to determine whether two objects are equivalent, but they are not suitable for distinguishing two equivalent objects. Behavioral profile consistency provides a new way of checking the consistency degree between two behavioral profiles. However, due to the complex calculations involved in this approach, it is not suitable for large amounts of data. Consequently, finding simpler and more convenient methods for checking object consistency (not only of processes but also of data) may be our future research trends. Second, by focusing on user behavioral data sequences formed by users during network use, we analyzed four types of network user behavior analysis methods: user web browsing behavior, network users' keystroke behavior, user network transaction behavior, and mobile terminal behavior. Based on the details of the system and the user behavior analysis methods used in electronic commerce systems, this paper provides an analysis and comparison of the existing research from the aspects of how the analysis techniques and assessment standards are related. Moreover, this paper introduces our ideas for future research directions.
In future research, we plan to focus on the data and behavior of electronic commerce systems and to propose a more comprehensive method for analyzing hierarchical data and performing behavior analysis.
